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ABSTRACT

Summary:Wepresent amanually annotated catalogue of site-specific

transcription factors (TFs) in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster.

Thesewere identified froma list of candidateproteinswith transcription-

related Gene Ontology (Go) annotation as well as structural

DNA-binding domain assignments. For all 1052 candidate proteins, a

definedsetof ruleswasapplied toclassify information from the literature

and computational data sources with respect to both DNA-binding and

transcriptional regulatory properties.Weproposea set of 753TFs in the

fruit fly, of which 23 are confident novel predictions of this function

for previously uncharacterized proteins.

Availability: http://www.flytf.org/

Contact: boris@mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at

http://www.flytf.org/

The genome sequence of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster was
published almost 6 years ago (Adams et al., 2000). Despite progress
in the functional annotation of the genes (Misra et al., 2002),

roughly one-third of the predicted genes in D.melanogaster are

still of unconfirmed existence (Ashburner and Bergman, 2005)

and about one-fifth have no functional annotation according to

the Gene Ontology database (Ashburner et al., 2000). This level

of annotation holds for transcription factors (TFs), too. Regulation

of gene expression by TFs is crucial to development and differ-

entiation as well as the physiology of the fly. Networks of

TF inter-regulation are known to drive development, for instance

the segmentation network (Schroeder et al., 2004). TFs that recog-
nize specific DNA sequences are arguably the core information-

carrying molecules in gene regulatory networks, and therefore of

particular interest for functional characterization.

Computational database support for site-specific transcriptional

regulatory interactions has focused on the cis-regulatory sequences

that are bound by TFs, rather than on the proteins themselves. For

instance, the FlyReg database (Bergman et al., 2005, http://www.
flyreg.org/) documents DNase I sensitive footprints while other

databases focus on cis-regulatory modules (Gallo et al., 2006) or

on specific developmental enhancers, for instance the Hox gene

promoter regions (Spirov et al., 2000). However, there is no data-

base for the complementary proteins that bind these sites, even

though there is a wealth of literature on D.melanogaster sequence-
specific TFs, and there is at least one systematic computational

approach for TF prediction (Kummerfeld and Teichmann, 2006).

In order to make such a resource available to the scientific com-

munity, we have developed a database of characterized and putative

site-specific TFs inD.melanogaster called FlyTF, available at http://
www.flytf.org/.

Our comprehensive database of site-specific TFs in the fruit fly

D.melanogaster is based on Release 4 of the genome sequence. It is

derived from a systematic literature curation of 1052 candidate TFs,

which were extracted from a combination of GO annotation queries

(see Supplementary Material on current GO annotations, September

2005) and the DBD TF Prediction Database (Kummerfeld and

Teichmann, 2006, http://www.transcriptionfactor.org/). The GO

queries yielded 1005 candidate proteins, 592 candidate TFs were

retrieved from DBD. These DBD predictions are based on DNA-

binding domain assignments and are benchmarked as having high

accuracy (�97%) and coverage of �65%. There were 47 candidate

TFs from DBD that were not previously identified by the GO

searches.

This set of 1052 candidate TFs was then subject to careful liter-

ature curation. This curation was focused on two separate aspects of

the molecular function of TFs: DNA-binding on the one hand and

transcription regulatory properties on the other. We assessed the

evidence for these two properties of each TF using FlyBase

(Drysdale & Crosby, 2005), in particular the Gene ontology and

References sections. For instance, annotation based on automated

electronic annotation would only be accepted if we could find

further experimental evidence in the literature. Assignments of

references to GO annotation were used as pointers to the literature,

and further literature references were extracted from PubMed and

the iHOP search tool (Hoffmann and Valencia, 2005). The most

important references for each protein, as well as key sentences for

the references, are included in the database entry for each TF, as

explained below. Evidence from the carefully benchmarked DBD

predictions, as well as annotation of a candidate TF with target

genes in the Drosophila DNase I Footprint Database (Bergman

et al., 2005), and the data-mining project FlyMine (http://www.�To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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flymine.org/) are also documented in the entry for each protein in

FlyTF.

The database entry for each TF includes the literature references

and key sentences as mentioned above, cross-links to relevant data-

bases such as DBD, FlyReg and FlyMine, the GO annotation for the

TF and four different properties of each protein for which we pro-

vide our curator’s verdict. The four properties are ‘DNA-binding’,

‘Site-specific TF’, ‘putative short-range TF’ and ‘known or putative

long-range TF’. They cover the DNA-binding function of the

protein and three aspects of the transcriptional regulatory activity.

The categorization is detailed in depth in the Supplementary

Material.

The entries for each individual protein out of the 1052 candidate

proteins can be queried at http://ww.flytf.org/ by gene name,

FlyBase identifier, protein family, evidence for DNA-binding,

etc. The lists of TFs with different levels of evidence are available

for download.

The curation procedure described above yielded 753 site-specific

TFs as shown in Figure 1. This means that at least 5% of the fly

genome encodes TFs, which agrees with previous estimates (van

Nimwegen, 2003; Ashburner and Bergman et al., 2005). Approx-
imately 450 of these are experimentally characterized with literature

evidence, a further 270 had some previous transcription-related

annotation in GO and 23 are entirely novel predictions from

DBD (see Supplementary Material). We anticipate that this dataset

will provide a framework for future computational and experimental

research on the Drosophila transcriptional regulatory network from
the perspective of the TFs acting on cis-regulatory elements. We

plan to update the database in the future as new annotation becomes

available.
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Fig. 1. Wecurated a total of 1052 candidate proteins. For 753 of them, there is

evidence for DNA-binding and transcriptional regulatory activity. (The

remainder are either not DNA-binding or not a TF.) Of the 753 candidate

TFs, we find convincing evidence in the literature for 454, while there is no

annotation to the contrary for 299 putative TFs. Of this latter group

23 represent novel predictions from DBD based on DNA-binding domain

assignment without any other functional annotation.
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